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DFNB40, a recessive form of sensorineural hearing
loss, maps to chromosome 22q11.21–12.1
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We report on a novel localization for a recessive form of deafness (DFNB), by linkage analysis in an Iranian
consanguineous family. Affected individuals suffer from prelingual profound sensorineural hearing loss.
Genome-wide analysis led to the characterization of a new locus, DFNB40, which maps to an B9Mb
interval between markers D22S427 and D22S1144 at chromosome 22q11.21–12.1. Maximum lod score of
3.09 was obtained with D22S1174. Since the Bronx waltzer (bv) mouse mutant, characterized by waltzing
behavior, deafness, and degeneration of cochlear inner hair cells, has been mapped to the syntenic region
on murine chromosome 5, we suggest that DFNB40 and bv may result from orthologous gene defects.
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Introduction
Congenital deafness affects more than one in 1000

children at birth1 or during early childhood, with a

majority of cases (nearly 70%) having no associated

features (nonsyndromic deafness). Most cases of hereditary

hearing impairment are inherited on the autosomal

recessive mode (DFNB). To date, 33 different DFNB loci

and 20 of the corresponding genes have been identified2

(http://www.uia.ac.be/dnalab/hhh/). Here we report on a

novel DFNB locus, DFNB40, at chromosome 22q11.21–

12.1 in a family from the region of Isfahan. This is the first

deafness locus to be identified in the hearing-impaired

population in Iran.

Patients and methods
Informed consent was obtained from adult subjects and

from the parents of under-aged patients.

Auditory tests

Audiometry testing was performed on all the family

members. Air and bone-conduction were evaluated (with

a Beltone 2000 clinical audiometer) at frequencies of 250,

500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000Hz (pure-tone audiome-

try). Air conduction pure-tone average (ACPTA) threshold

in the conversational frequencies (0.5, 1, and 2kHz) was

calculated for each ear, and the hearing loss was classified

as mild (20dBpACPTAp40dB), moderate (40dBoACP-

TAp70dB), severe (70 dBoACPTAp90dB), or profound

(ACPTAX90dB). The patients’ medical histories were

obtained.

Genotyping

Genomic DNAs were prepared from 5 to 10ml of blood

by standard techniques. The genome-wide screening wasReceived 14 February 2003; revised 28 April 2003; accepted 7 May 2003
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performed with 400 microsatellite markers spaced 10–

12 cM apart (ABI Prism Linkage mapping set 2, Applied

Biosystems, Courtaboeuf, France).

Linkage analysis

Lod scores were calculated using the MAPMAKER/HOMOZ

program package (version 0.9), a computer package

based on an algorithm especially designed for homozygos-

ity mapping.3 Deafness was assumed to be inherited

in a fully penetrant autosomal recessive mode with a

disease allele frequency of 10�3; changing it to 10�2 only

slightly modified the lodscore value. Recombination

frequencies were considered to be identical in males and

females. For each polymorphic marker, allele frequencies

were supposed to be equal. Finally, the equivalence

between genetic and physical distances was considered to

be 1Mb¼2.3 cM in the chromosomal region limited by

markers D22S420 and D22S1144, located B10Mb and

23 cM apart.

Results and discussion
Clinical description

In family 914-IS, three individuals (IV-1, IV-4, IV-6), born

from a marriage between two first cousins (III-1 and III-2),

were affected by prelingual, bilateral, and profound

sensorineural deafness (Figure 1). The ages of generation

IV individuals ranged from 12 to 28 years. A complete

medical history was obtained for each affected individual

to exclude the possibility of infectious or environmental

causes of hearing impairment. No other clinical sign was

associated to deafness. Audiometric tests in both parents

were normal. Therefore, a recessive form of isolated

hearing loss is segregating in this family.

Linkage analysis

A genome-wide linkage analysis using polymorphic micro-

satellite markers revealed an B9Mb critical region of

homozygosity between markers D22S427 and D22S1144

(Figure 2). Maximum lod score of 3.09 was obtained with

D22S1174, thereby defining a new deafness locus, DFNB40,

Figure 1 Audiograms of the DFNB40 patients. Open and filled symbols correspond to the right and left ears, respectively.
Affected individuals suffer from profound deafness, with hearing thresholds at or above 90dB HL at all tested frequencies.

Figure 2 Segregation analysis with chromosome 22q11–
q12 polymorphic microsatellite markers. Deaf individuals
are indicated by filled symbols and unaffected individuals
by open symbols. The ‘at risk’ haplotypes inherited from
generation III are boxed in all generation IV individuals. The
smallest region of homozygosity associated with the
mutated DFNB40 allele is boxed on the left side of the
figure. For each polymorphic marker, the physical distance
to the centromere is indicated on the left, and the
calculated lod score is indicated on the right. The DFNB40
critical interval, between D22S427 and D22S1144, spans
8.8Mb.
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at chromosome 22q11.21–12.1. We also tested 73 Iranian

consanguineous families affected by recessive deafness, for

which the DFNB1 locus had been excluded, and did not

find any that was linked to DFNB40 (data not shown).

Whereas several DFNB forms have been demonstrated to be

allelic to dominant forms (DFNA) of deafness,2 no DFNA

locus has been reported in the DFNB40 chromosomal

region. The DFNB40 interval contains more than 80 genes.

Also, this interval overlaps with the intervals for

syndromes that include deafness, namely cat eye

syndrome (MIM115470) and velocardiofacial/DiGeorge

(MIM192430/MIM188400) syndrome. As several deafness

genes have been found to underlie both isolated and

syndromic deafness,2 we searched for mutations in the

TBX1 transcription factor gene, which is involved in

velocardiofacial syndrome4 and has been proposed, based

on the phenotype of transgenic mice, to be responsible for

the hearing impairment in some of the patients.5 No

mutation in the TBX1 coding exons was detected in family

914-IS. We also searched for mutations in two additional

candidate genes within the DFNB40 interval, namely

DGCR6 (DiGeorge syndrome critical region gene 6) that is

expressed in the inner ear6 and CRYBB1 (b crystallin B1

gene), since another crystallin gene has been shown to

underlie a dominant form of deafness.6 No mutation was

detected in the coding regions of these genes. Identifica-

tion of additional families with a recessive hearing

impairment mapping to the DFNB40 interval will be useful

to refine the critical region. Finally, it is noteworthy that

the Bronx waltzer (bv) mouse mutant, characterized by

waltzing behavior, deafness, and degeneration of the

cochlear inner hair cells, has been mapped in the region

syntenic to the DFNB40 interval, on murine chromosome 5

(B63 cM from the centromere).7
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